ACROSS
1 Daisy. C&C. IS in DAY
4 Emma. (syst)EMMA(kers)
7 Lisa. Even letters. (p)L(a)(n)S(m)A(n)
10 effigies. def= guys maybe. IFF< in SIEGE*
11 nature. A in NT (National Trust) + URE (the Yorkshire river)
12 Lucy. L(abo)U(rvi)C(tor)Y. def= her
dd. def1: Great Court is an example of a court, with ‘for one’ as a Definition By Example indicator. def2= to go out with
14 echo. E(lspeth). def: E is represented by Echo in the NATO alphabet
15 Ingrid.

RIDING*
17 icehouse. First letters.
Alt.def: Cool stuff kept here
19 meringue. Hidden. (sum)MERINGUE(rmsey)
21 Gretta. GR + ANTE<. def= place of elopement
22 ufos. OF< in US
24 penny. Charade. PENN + (mar)Y
25 Joan. J(e)AN with O for E
26 Louise. {OIL SUE}* 
27 iron lung. O in {NUN GIRL}*
28 Jane. First letters: J A N E
29 rage. Charade. (har)R(iet) + AGE.
30 Heidi.
Charade. H+EID+I. def= novel Swiss young girl

DOWN

2 affluence.
   Subtractive anagram.
   (i)NEFFEC(t)UAL* def=wealth
3 spicy.
   PIC in S(all)Y def= risqué
5 masculine ending.
   (i)ME with CUNDING LADIES}*
6 Annette.
   ANTE about NET
7 lithesome.
   (e)LI(n) + OM (honour) in THESE.
   def=Graceful
8 Sarah.
   RAH (Royal Albert Hall, briefly) under
   (supporting) SA(de)
9 minced.
   Charade. M + IN + CE + D
16 reinspire.
   Charade. REIN (‘stop’) + SPIRE
   (‘shoot’). def=breathe again
18 suntanned.
   Charade. S(uzanne) + UNTANNED
20 gap year.
   C&C. PAY* in GEAR. def= student’s
   time abroad? (with ‘?’ as the DBE
   indicator)
21 Gaynor.
   (AN ORGY}*
23 Fiona.
   (nilu)F(er) + IONA
25 Julie.
   Charade. JUL + I.E.